Lynn:

00:02

Hello. I'm Paul and this is my beautiful wife Lynne. And today
we are joined by a couple of other people who have some
questions. About plasma energy. And. Guide. So I'll let Lynne
give a short introduction here.

Lynn:

00:26

Well we're going to start talking about Shungite because what I
did was just gave a phone magnet to each each of our couple
here and they want to know are the Russians aware of the
torsion field activity and that's where Paul got a lot of this
information. And that's what prompted him to do the Russian
pyramid. So I'll let you take that over and talk about the Russian
research.

Dr. Paul:

00:58

Which direction do you want to go with this?

Lynn:

01:01

Well we're we're going to talk just a little bit about the Torsion
Fields and then why you're using the pyramid. And and how the
Torsion Fields are affecting the E.M.F.s And the harmful fields
that we're around.

Dr. Paul:

01:19

OK. That cell phone magnet you stick right on your cell phone
changes the rotation of the Torsion Fields that come off of the
phone. Now the. Electromagnetic Fields put out by the phone
that are harmful to our bodies are left hand rotation. I'm sorry it
is the left hand rotation means it rotates this way. When you
put the shungite with the. Silver Gans water and the magnet on
the phone it changes the rotation of the plasmatic field to the
right which is non harmful or in some cases even beneficial to
the human body. And that's the same thing that happens with
this. Russian pyramid. It generates a torsion field that rotates to
the right from the bottom up. And. Causes is in the pyramid to
have the proper rotation on it.

Lynn:

02:59

And then in here. You have some of the shungite rocks. And you
have those in a certain format.

Dr. Paul:

03:13

Those are in three clumps of three each In a triangle at the base
and taking advantage of the sacred geometry of the three, six,
nine numbers. To help bolster the rotation of the Torsion Fields
in the proper manner to energize the products that are inside of
the pyramid.

New Speaker:

03:47

So then I was also telling him about the. Fact The Beekeeper
down in Florida and how the Torsion Fields. Paul sent a lot of
the Shungite powder with other things in it as well as the
magnets. So Bob could attend to his beehives because he lost
10000 bee hive to beetles. And. He also got the new tech

frequency relief vial which he then made his main jar of new
tech frequency relief. And then he took some of that and
sprayed. All of the beehives. As well as the bee hives that had
been destroyed. By the beetles. And then tell him what
happened when he went back a week later.
Dr. Paul:

04:43

With the beetles. When he checked on them a week later. All of
the Beatles were dead and the bees were starting to come back
and were more active. The bee hive finally regenerated. He
repopulated that bee hive and it regenerated and. Started
producing more and more honey. So it went from being. Almost
completely dead. Back to being a viable honey producing hive
with healthy bees. All due to the Shungite powder.

New Speaker:

05:29

And then you've also made a big magnet for breaker boxes.

Dr. Paul:

05:37

And those those large magnets are similar to the ones we put
on the phone only they about four and a half inches. In
diameter and they change the rotation. Of the. Electromagnetic
Torsion Fields that are coming off of your electrical panel which
emit harmful electromagnetic fields into your house.

Lynn:

06:08

So he said when I put this on my phone. Changing the frequency
is what it does.

Dr. Paul:

06:16

No it doesn't change the frequency it changes. The the
electromagnetic field. The frequency is the same but the
rotation of the field Is different. Instead of being a left hand
rotation it's a right hand rotation instead of going this way. It
goes this way. And so that that is compatible with. The human
or animal body whereas the other rotation is not. Which is
much like the change in music from. Even harmonics to odd
harmonics because it agitates our Bodies in some way. Right.
And that was done. By. Intention. I think.

guest:

07:11

You touched upon something. What's not. Detrimental to good.
Things in one area such as these is detrimental to the predators
or the hunters become the hunted. And so the beetles pass and
the bees flourish. And I think the president was alluding to the
chem trails in the same manner. What. Is being laced into the
atmosphere s detrimental to us but not to those who are
Invoking or promoting it. And so when those trails are changed
or the perpetrators are removed from the equation and healing
things are dispersed into the atmosphere that are good for us
and heal the damage. From the initial. Bad components that
were sprayed into the atmosphere. It's good for us if the healing
is good for us. But it's bad for those who are the perpetrators.
Which I liken that to the bees and the beetles scenario.

Lynn:

08:21

I guess life is full of bees and beetles so let's figure out which
one you want to be. And you know what. You mentioned
something about the Lyme.

guest:

08:36

For a Lyme disease. Yeah. Yes. Yes yes. A friend of mine my
girlfriend's daughter she got bitten by a tick. And I guess the
doctor was saying there was a rocky mountain fever and she
was just vomiting and diarrhea and high fever. Yeah of course
doctor wanted to put antibiotics but when I saw your research
and all the symptoms there was written and I'd been drinking
their plasma energy water for five or six months and I absolutely
love it. So I thought you know when I saw that program I was so
excited. And why not introduce that to a child and she could just
drink their water and have that in their system all the time
instead of going for antibiotic and wishing that's going to work
and if that ever flared again then she has it right there with her.
So for prevention as well I wanted to obtain that. And give it to
all the children that I know. Because they are such an active
children you know. So in Montana they're out there hiking. Sure
the river's edge and all of those things where you're going to get
bit by something and this Rocky Mountain spotted fever is no
joke. So it works for the Lyme she was hoping that it could
either work for the Rocky Mountain or be tweaked to work for
the Rocky Mountain.

guest:

10:16

But you know when I saw all the ingredients that you put it in
there it's not just for Lyme disease it could be for M.S. Could be
for other disease that that has similar symptoms. And with all
the supplements. Why not. You know I would think that would
all work it couldn't hurt. Instead of taking all the medications
natural way of harnessing the energy from the water.

New Speaker:

10:47

Well the way we got to the ingredients is a woman back east
who'd have Lyme disease and chose not to go on a. Medicated
route with it and chose alternatives. She wanted to have the
energy of all those ingredients available because they're
expensive. For one thing. And and what if the supply line was
interrupted and you couldn't get what you needed for another.
So I told her do the research on it and send us what you want to
have done. We've done this in several cases now with other
formulas. If you send us everything you want in there what we
will do is make the formula and then. We will send you half of
what we make half of the gans. And we will keep half and we'll
make that half available to anybody who might be interested in
it. So that's how the Lyme formula came about. Well she wrote
me and said I must be your first guinea pig because I was bitten
and I had all the symptoms again and she said I was really
pleased that it only took several days using the water. To get rid

of the symptoms. So and and what's showing up now is that
Lyme disease is not only carried by ticks. It is now has a little bit
of a designer approach to it so it can now be carried by other
flying insects. And there was one piece of research which may
have been in the information I put out. That. It may have been.
Developed during Little World War 2. as something to be used
in the in the bio arena. So.
guest:

12:52

Tell. Me What is the. Normal. Regimen of treatment with
antibiotics for Lyme disease?

Dr. Paul:

13:02

It Is 18 days on antibiotics. And then a two or three day break
and then another 18 day regimen of treatment. And then when
you stop using it. The. Ricketsea or the flagalates or Spirokeats
or whatever you want to call those little organisms that are the
Lyme disease. Come out of hiding. Because the antibiotics make
them curl up. And hide within the red blood cells. But then
when you quit using the antibiotics they uncoil and come out of
hiding break open the red blood cells and re infect you again. So
they protect themselves from the antibiotics by hiding in red
blood cells. And when the antibiotics are gone here they come
again. Now. Obviously this does not happen with the. Herbal
remedies. The effects take place within four or five days and are
long lasting. They don't show up the symptoms don't show up
again unless you become re infected or re bitten by another.
Tick or mosquito or lice. They even say lice, chiggers and other
biting insects carry Lyme disease now. So there is a lot of things
that we aren't really told about that are going on.

guest:

15:13

Well it occurs like malaria. It's interesting that you address that
because the family that hikes with the little girl was bitten. They
have a bunch of small children too and they go back to
Michigan. Where they're originally from here in Montana. Now.
The father was bitten years ago. And it's like malaria comes
back. He has flare ups. So if they're on the Gans. all the time I
would think that would be a preventative you're already
saturated. You get bit and the fights on right and the Lyme is
going to lose.

New Speaker:

15:54

I like to think that it sets up our bodies in a way that when
something comes to bite us in fact ate at lunch today there was
a mosquito that kept buzzing around my hand. And it landed a
couple times but it never did bite. And. I think if it had it
probably would have been going., wrong flavor .

guest:

16:18

And I have used this plasma energy water in a spray bottle. And
when I go do my exercise. Sometimes there's the. mosquitoes
and I just spray it and whoever is around me I'll just spray them.

They don't know what I'm spraying but they're hot so they enjoy
it and I and I nobody complain about mosquitoes biting and I
just don't say anything but I know it works.
guest 2:

16:46

So she goes into the mountains.

guest:

16:48

Yes. I mean they're like air squadron sites spread all over me my
clothes. And I remember you said you know the wouldn't have
been spreading around my house and I notice this. Just let it less
than a month and all that. I'm not getting insects and I have a
lot of old wool garments. So I've been doing it around my door
and inside the house and it's not that noticeable so I know they
definitely do not like that. And then and it's really nice and I
want to go back to this Shungite.. So. For this size I would use it
on my phone.

Dr. Paul:

17:32

Yes.

guest:

17:32

So what about this is the size for the phone. OK so what about
the computer when you open the computer.

Dr. Paul:

17:40

Yeah the same same thing. Use one of those just like that's on
your computer.

guest:

17:46

OK. So I could wear it as a pendant as I tell you about.

Dr. Paul:

17:51

Yes ma'am. I have one here.

Lynn:

17:53

OK good. Only mine's got some Amazonite stones in. I have a
little tablet over here and we use the same size on it. But
anything that's wireless that it makes sense to put on I have it
on anything like the printers.

guest:

18:19

Oh I got to just put it on our printers. I put it on the monitors
baby monitor TV set.

guest:

18:26

Yes because a lot of mothers put their baby monitors right by
their head because right here when they wake up or making
certain noises.

Dr. Paul:

18:35

There's electromagnetic fields coming off those baby monitor
directly go right into the baby. So they should have one of those
on there. You bet.

guest 2:

18:47

Absolutely. As we spoke off camera that the. Weaponized
microwaves that are released into the phones and into the
fireman's communications. Military communications frontal

lobe tumors in under 18 months in young men that are in the
peak of their health and conditioning for their job description.
They're developing frontal lobe tumors within 18 months from
the Tetra system in the UK military systems here. The crowd
disbursement systems where they have a Humvee pulling a big
microwave unit that makes it so the crowd can't stay there; they
are dispersed with microwaves and more. All of those things on
on another civilian scale are these phones and all the devices
you just mentioned all. And the phones work perfect if the
other frequencies are not there. So they are being added a
potpourri of deadly frequencies to harm small children to harm
everyone. And that's what the president's also speaking about.
These systems will work fine without having all of this deadly
mix right. But in the interim. everyone needs to protect
ourselves and our children.

